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A NOTE ABOUT THIS SUR-THRIVE-AL GUIDE TO LEARNING
Being an educator has never been easy, but it is both demanding and rewarding. In March 2020, mandated school
closures impacted all of our students and staff. The sudden closure demanded that we all learn and learn fast. Not
only were we suddenly disconnected from our school communities, we had to reinvent ourselves and our work. We
were all first year educators again. But we did it. We met our students' social emotional and academic needs by
literally re-envisioning our classrooms and instruction.
Now we’ve had a moment to catch our breath, reflect and regroup. We’ve listened to feedback, read research and
thoughtfully collaborated to articulate best practices. Because this year we don’t want to just survive. We want to
THRIVE. We must honor that this work is difficult for myriad reasons, and we need to give ourselves permission to
have days when we merely survive. And that’s ok. Our hope is that this guide will help equip and inspire you so that in
the end, the days you THRIVE will far outweigh the days you survive.
You will see a prominent theme throughout this document: developing a trusting learning community. We, staff and
students, have endured trauma these last few months. Creating a community will require us to use trauma informed
practices to acknowledge these experiences, heal, grow and trust. Creating a community will also demand that we
make developing meaningful relationships the unshakeable foundation of all our work.
Next, you’ll notice that this is not an Online Learning Guide. It’s a Learning Guide, because we must be prepared to
navigate and move in and out of three different models: online learning, hybrid and face to face. For each of the
expectations and recommendations in this guide, we took this need for flexibility into account and articulated what
would work best to allow teachers to pivot at any point in time. Keep breathing; we got this!
Please think of this document as a launch to your professional learning this fall. There will be more opportunities to
dig in before September, but we wanted you to have this resource now. This guide has several different sections and
can be used in a variety of ways. Notice at the core, it’s centered around instruction. No matter the delivery model,
we must remember the science of teaching and learning. Even the list of resources is organized according to the
learning process and corresponding instructional moves. There are a lot of options on the list; please don’t use all of
them. Think of it like a menu. Choose the items that fit your instructional taste buds. We didn’t want to inundate you
but also wanted you to have choices. Go slow. Check out just a part at a time. If a document is overwhelming, it’s
easy to ignore and not actually use. We’re hoping this document is both USEful and resourceFUL so your year can be
JOYFUL.
We thoroughly enjoyed working on this project as a team. It was a wonderful reminder that learning IS an act of joy.
We read, discussed, bantered, crafted, wrote and revised together. We believe this finished product is a reminder of
the power of collaborative learning. We look forward to learning with you soon.

The Learning Committee:
Julie Bourke, Sara Dirkse, Stefanie Hayes, Ericka Henk, John Kernan, Alexis Lecznar, Taryn Loughlin, Sean McCarroll, Amanda Moon,
Kate Murray, Sarah Neely, Cindy Parravano, Amanda Pata, Lisa Rheaume, Julia Ruggirello, Kirk Sattelmeier, Bradley Smith, Sue
Speirs, Chris Stanley & Jessica Wieseler
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Cultivate relationships and meaningful connections with staff, students, and families.
Build a community where all want to engage and participate by, considering learners’ feelings of physical and
emotional safety. Focus on empathy.
Project a sense of composure and confidence with distance learning, even if you have to fake it until you make it!
Make belonging, and helping ALL students feel seen, known and heard, be the most critical goals of the first six weeks
of school. If all or part of this involves distance learning, be even more intentional about it.
Create a digital ‘positive greeting at the door,’ which increases academic engagement. Create a welcoming greeting at
the start of each week or lesson (an encouraging video from you, a Bitmoji, a funny gif, silly joke, etc.).
Create opportunities to check in on all students (e.g. verbal check-in, visual check-in, online poll).
Recognize that not everyone will be comfortable sharing themselves/their homes on video and be supportive of this.
Give them alternative ways to show focus and attention, such as chat interaction, poll responses, etc.
Let students know your availability outside of class time for individual conversations about things they may not want to
share in front of the group.
Create a safe space (e.g. Google Chat, email) for students to reach out to you during class with questions, concerns, or
information they might not want to share publicly (e.g. “I’m not feeling well.”)
Put students’ health and well-being first and be flexible. Rigidity often causes students to disengage.
Use antiracist teaching strategies to include all students in the learning community
Our students have endured a great deal and online learning adds more cognitive load than face to face learning. Use
trauma informed practices to address the needs of all students.

BELONGING

Provide space for students to talk about their emotional state (stress, anxiety, distractions), such as free-writing,
free-drawing, or a brief class discussion when it’s needed.
When you consistently work with students who suffer from trauma, you are at risk of suffering from Secondary
Traumatic Stress. Give yourself permission to breathe, take a break, and regroup.

"No significant learning occurs without a significant relationship."
-

Dr. James Comer

"The greatness of a community is most accurately measured
by the compassionate actions of its members."
-

Coretta Scott King
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Directly teach students how to navigate Schoology, online learning tools you’ll be using, and expected online learning
procedures and protocols from the beginning of the year.
Communicate your expectations (for classwork, projects, behavior, etc.) clearly and consistently. Remind students of
expectations in real time when feasible and appropriate.
Assessing student work in this platform isn’t always easy, but try to be as prompt as possible in entering grades and
feedback as this reduces anxiety. Communicate your grading timeline with students and parents. Don’t forget the
grading timelines set by the district.
Offer opportunities for revision where appropriate, as it may be harder for students to produce their best work in a new
learning environment. Clearly identify and communicate revision guidelines and deadlines.
Maintain consistent routines/procedures so students know how to navigate your course (e.g. how to see what work is
due when, how to submit work, etc.). Be consistent in how you word instructions. (See Schoology Expectations.)
Meet in real time with students at least one hour per week using Google Meet. Check out these new features of Google
Meet. Consider structuring and organizing office hours with an explicit agenda and routine (i.e. review of content,
collaborative conversations and questions). This is also a good opportunity to use the time for direct instruction on a
tech tool students will be using.
BEST PRACTICES

Use the comment section in the Schoology Gradebook to provide feedback.
Help students stay at the right level of stress (not too much, not too little).
Reduce the chunk size of new content since distance learning increases cognitive load demands.
Balance on-screen and off-screen tasks to reduce screen time. Reducing screen time can increase engagement and
on-task behavior.
Be deliberate in creating both task-oriented and social interaction opportunities for students.
Collaborate with grade level teams, course teams, and special education colleagues to ensure learning for all. Creating
shared pacing guides across teams allows learning to easily pivot in and out of fully online learning.
Ensure that all instructions are extremely comprehensible and accessible

Impress on your students the importance of eliminating distractions. It’s time to monotask!
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Consider models while constructing lessons:
● 5E Instructional Model (+ Extend)
○
○
○
○
○
○

●

Workshop Model
○
○
○
○
○

●

Engage (brainstorm, ask questions, etc. to establish prior knowledge)
Explore (complete activities to help facilitate conceptual change)
Explain (develop an understanding)
Elaborate (challenge understanding through new experiences)
Evaluate (assess understanding)
Extend (allow for exploration beyond the intended scope of the lesson)
Connection
Teaching Point (learning target)
Teach
Active Engagement/Evaluate
Link/Extend

Universal Design for Learning
○
○

Getting Started
Best Practices
■
Explicitly teach expectations and engagement
■
Allow for asynchronous learning
■
Assign note-takers
■
Make materials accessible
■
Embrace your students as teachers
■
Actively build a supportive community

Use tools that support students (i.e. Snap & Read and Co:Writer) as well as tools built within Schoology (such as those
used to record audio or video) within assessments and tests/quizzes.
Be more explicit about linking the current lesson to prior knowledge, skills and lessons.
Authenticity and relevance of course content become even more critical during online learning. Make the purpose of
the lesson explicit.
Your students want to see YOU and hear YOU. Create and post videos of you interacting with content. Use outside
sources to supplement your work.
Remember the gradual release of responsibility framework: “I do it, we do it, you do it together, you do it alone.” Be
deliberate about your lesson construction, because it’s easy to accidentally slip into “I do, you do” in online learning.
Provide more concrete examples and give them up front, particularly when introducing abstract concepts.
Know what accommodations your students with IEPs need and be intentional about meeting their needs.
Provide more structure for executive functioning tasks (e.g. planning, monitoring progress through a project, ensuring
work is submitting correctly, providing rubrics when appropriate).
Leverage small group instruction to target learning objectives and goals, including IEP accommodations.
Checking for understanding is an essential component of the learning process but looks different in online learning.
Leverage tech tools to frequently check on students’ progress.
Create more opportunities for giving descriptive and timely feedback than usual, but give smaller amounts of feedback
and make it more targeted (NOT trying to fix everything at once). This will reduce anxiety for students
Create a pattern for work that incorporates feedback and revision. For example, students submit a draft, receive small,
targeted feedback, students revise work and resubmit. Practice this routine with students in a fun non-academic way
the first time you do it (e.g. give students constraints for a drawing, have them submit, give them feedback about
changing the color of the this or adding THIS over THERE, students revise based on your feedback and resubmit). This
teaches students how to work with feedback.
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Remember that students cannot navigate these tools as well as you think because they tend to use them
intermittently.
Choose tools carefully. Balance student familiarity with picking the #1 best tool for the job. Choose a small, curated list
of core tools that are the go-to tools across the group of teachers a child interacts with. At times, have students explore
new tools beyond this list--they will surprise you with what they can do--but mostly use this core.
As far as possible, have just one place and routine for submitting work. You may have to go beyond this at times, but
recognize there is an executive functioning cost. Teach students how to submit work.
Ideally, introduce edtech tools to students in person first whenever possible. If you get to meet at the start of the
school year, try to build familiarity in-person with key tools. Front-load teaching the executive functioning skills
necessary to create and submit work.
If using a new tool for the first time during distance learning, start with a play or exploration project whose purpose is
to help build the necessary executive functioning. Include a feedback loop where students submit something, get short
and targeted feedback from you, revise, and resubmit.

"It's how teachers think that makes the biggest difference, not what they do or who they are."
-

John Hattie

"Student achievement is most influenced by classroom practice,
and classroom practice is most influenced by teacher learning."
-

Steven Katz and Lisa Ain Dack
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TOOLS TO SUPPORT BEST PRACTICES

YouTube & Vimeo
videos

Polling (e.g. Poll
Everywhere) or
interactive
presentation tools
(e.g. PearDeck or
Seesaw)

Show a brief content-related video to build interest (i.e. introduce a topic for debate,
inspire students to ask questions, draw on previous knowledge, contect classroom
content to real-world context).
In Schoology, videos can be embedded directly into Assignment, Assessment,
Test/Quiz, and Discussion Board | How To Video.
True/False or multiple choice questions or prompts to write a short response. These
tools can be used to both spark interest and surface misconceptions. “Agree/disagree”
reactions can also spark discussion.
Video features of Seesaw and the ability to insert audio/video files into PearDeck allow
teachers to provide an daily opener or social/emotional check-in

Discovery Streaming

Content resources (videos) connected to national standards which can spark an
introductory interest in topics or incite questions

Schoology and Bell
Ringers

Google Drive Assignment with linked Google Slides Day 1-Day 5 for students to record
responses to Bell Ringer. Click here for template | Student View Video | How To Video |
Slides Mania

BrainPop

Quick, engaging videos with built-in assessment. Lessons for science, social studies,
English, math, arts & music, health, and technology.

Discovery Streaming

Clips to full-length videos and digital lessons

GoNoodle

Fun and catchy movement and mindfulness videos to engage students and get them
moving

Kahoot

Some study games like Kahoot can be used as an engagement opener. There are a
plethora of Kahoot quizzes created by others that can be played as a fun break, to
build community, or boost morale (holiday-themed, random trivia, etc.)

skribbl.io

A virtual Pictionary game that you can play with random words (good for advisory) or
populate your own word list (good for vocabulary review in class). Maximum of 8
players, but you can run multiple sessions simultaneously for larger classes.

Sporcle

A website full of quizzes and trivia games that can be played together against a timer

Step 1: Getting Things In

Using Schoology to
Engage

●
●
●
●

Discussion Boards|  Student View |  How to
Media Albums | 5 ways to use | Student View |  How To
Test/Quiz | Using Audio in Test Quiz feature (IEP/504 Accommodation)
Assessment | Using Audio in Assessment feature (IEP/504 Accommodation)
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Adobe Spark

Students can use Adobe Spark to collaboratively (or individually) create videos, web
pages, and other graphics using blank templates or clearly laid out templates. Allows
users to embed content from Google Drive.

Animoto

A plethora of free, pre-created templates that students can use to create quick and easy
videos with text, images, and audio.

Canva

A plethora of free, pre-created templates for all types of media

Google Sites

Students can easily build a site that displays their information and allows exploration of
a topic.

iMovie/QuickTime

Students can create videos to share their understanding (e.g. the rock cycle); these can
be shared via YouTube with classmates to use for review

Pixton |
MakeBeliefsComix

Students can write and illustrate comics to practice skills and share their understanding
(e.g. a day in the life of a Roman woman); these can be published into one comic book
that the whole class reads

ThingLink

This online program allows students to upload and annotate an image with text, video,
links, and additional images.

Educreations

Great and simple iPad app for making videos

Loom

Can embed a webcam video of your face in the screencast which is good for relational
connection - circular and less obtrusive

OpenBoard

A whiteboard app with a built in screencasting function that has a large range of
functionality with embedded media and applications.

PearDeck

Pear Deck added a feature in the spring of 2020 which allows teachers to add audio
clips to slides, allowing students to hear their instructors as well as to interact with
content in a formative assessment mode.

Screencastify

Can embed a webcam video of your face in the screencast which is good for relational
connection - square and more obtrusive

Seesaw

Easy to embed video content into the progression of class lessons

SnagIt

Snag it allows users to annotate clips of documents or web pages as well as screencast
full screens or segments -- great for showing how to do/use something.

PearDeck

Teachers can design interactive Google Slides for students to show understanding
(multiple choice questions, short written responses, identification) and share their
thinking with each other, with anonymous results. Can also create self-paced lessons.
Schoology Pear Deck embedded into an Assignment | Student View
Pear Deck Takeaways | What are Takeaways
Schoology Assignment Submission of student Takeaways |  Click here

Seesaw

Students can add text, drawing elements, video responses and much more to uploaded
PDFs and other documents provided by teachers

Smart Notebook

Will support teachers using SMARTinteractive lessons

Clickable Schoology
Banners

For easy access to frequented sites: How to Make a Banner in Schoology | How to Make
Buttons
This would be really helpful for students to navigate to apps outside of the Schoology
Platform and easily find commonly used folders and materials used inside of the
Schoology Platform.

Schoology Interactive
Lessons & Completion
Folders

Completion Folder How to CF. The CF provides students with a clear progression from a
start task to intermediate tasks that CFU. The final task is a culminating assessment.
Teachers can fill the CF with any app-like tasks and Schoology materials that help
progress learning.
Student accommodations for any Schoology Material including: folders, Assessment,
Test/Quiz, Discussion Board, Pages, Files, Links, External Tools, Media Albums can be
individually assigned and/or pushed out to students in various grading groups. This
delivers tailored learning experiences for students.
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Can embed questions and feedback in videos (any YouTube video or a screencast
lesson that you create). Helps with engagement, accountability, and immediate
feedback.

EdPuzzle

Include a few fun and silly questions. Include a space for students to voice their own
questions.
How it works

ExplainEverything

Collaborative whiteboard - students can work synchronously or asynchronously

Jamboard

Simultaneous users (teachers, students) can use mark-up tools to interact with images
(diagrams, math problems, graphs) as well as post/organize stickies

Whiteboard.fi

Allows teachers to create a class for students to join (each will get a digital
whiteboard). Teacher is able to see every student’s whiteboard, but students can only
see their own and the teacher’s. Works on any device.

FlipGrid

Social learning platform that allows for the creation and sharing of short videos

Google Forms

Create gradable tests/quizzes

Google Meet/Chat

Immediate verbal feedback from students, who can also use the chat feature to answer
via text

Padlet & Jamboard

Collaborative pinboard that accepts all forms of media (text, images, video, audio…)
and invites discussion

PearDeck

Teachers can design interactive Google Slides for students to show understanding
(multiple choice questions, short written responses, identification) with anonymous
results. Can be used synchronously as a whole class or student-paced. Now lets you
add voice overs to individual slides to create self-paced lessons

Schoology Polls

Anonymous polls can be embedded in course for live (and ongoing) feedback

Khan Academy

Free lessons and assessment for many content areas, with a lot of variety in the fields
math and science. Other areas, including art, history, finance, and more are also
featured. Assessment can also be connected to student’s Google ID, which allows for
some useful teacher features

Literacy Resources &
Digital book
collections (BookFlix,
epic!, OverDrive/Sora,
RazKids)

News Sources
(NewsBank databases
[America’s Historical
Newspapers & Access
World News], N
 ewsela)

Free access to reading resources either via GPPSS log-in or through their library cards.
Some resources also include additional assessment tools.

Access World News offers students access to community publications from around the
world.
America’s Historical Newspapers provides PDF images of relevant primary sources in
American history since 1620.
Newsela allows users to engage in current news content (read, answer questions) after
teachers have adapted Lexile level to make it reader-ready
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Gale databases (and content from them) can be embedded directly into Schoology
pages/assignments, etc.; They can also be accessed from within courses via menu bar
and App Center.

Gale Online
References
from GPPSS Libraries:

These tools can be used by teachers to add rich content to lessons, guide research, and
allow for exploration.
Students can use these tools as a launching point for information access safely within
the Schoology platform.
eBooks | Elementary in Context (formerly Kids InfoBits) |
Literature Resource Center | Science in Context |
World History in Context |Opposing Viewpoints in Context

Portal to content
area-specific tools
created by GPPSS
teachers

Ongoing project will be an initiative set up by departments, specials, and levels to
incorporate specific resources that benefit those areas (i.e. PhET, D
 esmos, Duolingo,
etc.)

Video-based content
(Discovery Streaming,
BrainPop, YouTube,
Vimeo

Free and/or subscription access to standards-based video content. Most tools can be
embedded directly into Schoology pages and assignments.

Google Meet/Chat

Some students feel more comfortable making contributions or “raising their hand to
speak” using the chat feature

Jamboard

Provides a space for students to share ideas via sticky note/text

Padlet

Collaborative pinboard that accepts all forms of media (text, images, video, audio…)
and invites discussion

Parlay Ideas

Initiates discussion, allows for peer/teacher feedback and data analytics to make for a
richer discussion experience

Poll Everywhere

Simple engagement--Allows users to rank options, generate word clouds, and click on
images as a basis for discussion

Seesaw

Commenting tool as well as integration of other formats (Docs/Slides) can incite
discussion

Schoology

Discussion can easily become a formative assessment tool

Flipgrid

Teachers can pose questions, tasks, or challenges that students respond to using their
choice combination of visual, kinesthetic, and oral response.

Google Slides

Create template or blank slides beforehand. Assign one slide on one topic to each
student or small group

Padlet

Collaborative pinboard that accepts all forms of media (text, images, video, audio…)
and invites discussion

Parlay Ideas

Initiates discussion, allows for peer/teacher feedback and data analytics to make for a
richer discussion experience

PearDeck

When PearDecks are used in synchronous mode, feedback can be used to drive the
lesson--student understanding (or lack of) can be easily addressed during the lesson

Seesaw

Student responses to assignments/videos/content can be addressed to drive lessons

Schoology

Discussion can easily become a formative assessment tool
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Gimkit

Gimkit can be played live with a group OR kits can be assigned as individual practice

Kahoot

Kahoot can be played live with a group OR question sets can be assigned as individual
practice

PearDeck

Teachers could share content with student groups while they are presenting and
formative assessment (multiple choice questions, text/number answers, drawings,
moving symbols, etc.) can be planned ahead of time or on the fly

Quizlet & Quizlet Live

Quizlet can be played live with a group OR vocabulary sets can be assigned as
individual practice

Everyday Math, Freckle
Math, Imagine Math,
Lexia, Raz Kids

Elementary grade grade practice for literacy and math which allows for student
progress at their own pace

Gimkit

Teacher can assign kits to specific classes with time/point goals as independent
practice

Google Doc

Teacher can give comments on first draft of work; students act on this feedback and
resubmit

Kahoot

Kahoot can be played live with a group OR question sets can be assigned as individual
practice

Khan Academy

Secondary student practice in multiple content areas.

PearDeck

Pear Deck in student paced mode can provide practice for students in any content area

Quizlet & Quizlet Live

Quizlet can be played live with a group OR assigned as individual practice

Seesaw

Teachers can create progressions of learning that are easily navigated and
manipulated by elementary students.

Shmoop

GPPSS Shmoop subscription focuses on AP and college-entrance test prep. Is also
integrated into Schoology as an app

Floop

Students send a photo of their work and you can reply with feedback anchored to
points on the photo (good for math/science problems, artwork, etc.)

Google Docs

Teacher can add comments on students’ work or make revisions directly into the
document (using “suggestions” tool); teachers can ask questions, offered suggestions,
or point out things that need to be corrected

PearDeck Student
Takeaways

Teacher can publish student interactions with a given lesson and it saves directly into
their Google Drive. They are also encouraged to add their own
feedback/self-assessment to the document for further review.

Reports from Everyday
Math, Freckle Math,
Lexia, and Raz Kids

Reports allow students and teachers to see how students are progressing in these
programs.

Schoology and Seesaw
Assignments

Teachers can view, annotate (i.e. highlight), and comment on submitted work;
students can view this and make changes (upload a second revision of their work)

Step 2: Processing and Storing
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Google Forms

Teachers can make a Google Form into a quiz where answers are recorded in a
separate spreadsheet for grading. Some types of questions (multiple choice, choose all
that apply) can be graded automatically.

PearDeck

Synchronous lessons allow for quick formative assessments (either planned or on the
fly) in many formats (multiple choice, draw on slides, move icons to locations on slides,
numbers, short answers, etc.)

Quizizz

Can select modes for gamified “low stakes” assessment of knowledge where individual
progress is tracked and recorded. Contains user submitted quizzes that you can adapt

Reports from Everyday
Math, Freckle Math,
Imagine Math, Lexia,
Raz Kids

Teacher reports of student scores can help guide instruction, especially on the
individual student level

Reports from Kahoot
or Quizlet

Teachers can see how their students performed on these (breakdown by question) and
determine whether or not additional teaching is needed/who needs individualized
support

Seesaw

Constant assessment of student skills through progress can guide understanding

Schoology-based
quizzes

Can choose to “show submissions with correct answers” so students have immediate
feedback on their performance; teacher can also “comment” on answers to provide
more detailed feedback.

Gimkit

Teacher can assign kits to specific classes with time/point goals as independent
practice

Memrise

This program for learning vocabulary actively in a game-like format also requires
students to revisit information over time to build durable memory. For Language
teachers only.

MindMeister,
MindMup, bubbl.us

Free online mind mapping software with lots of customizable options for creating
organized and meaningful connections within content areas

Quizlet & Quizlet Live

Assign students to review flashcards or take a “test” on Quizlet and send a screenshot
of their work; space these tasks over several days

Schoology based
homework

Assign students the task of studying new content over several days; ask them to upload
evidence of this spaced studying on Schoology.
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Adobe Spark

Students can work alone or collaborate on creating video and graphic presentations
(webpages, slideshows, etc.)

Book Creator

Simple way to make digital books online (can make one for free, but it’s editable
forever!)

FlipGrid

Teachers can provide prompts, challenges, or experiment procedures/scenarios that
students respond to by creating responses based on a combination of visual,
kinesthetic, and oral modes of communication

Jamboard

Students can cooperate and share their learning in real time

Mural.co | Padlet

A collaborative digital whiteboard and pinboard that accepts various forms of media
and invites discussion

Piktochart

Students can create reports, presentations, infographic….all with clearly formatted
visual elements

Seesaw

Students can produce short videos to upload into Seesaw interface for quick
demonstration of learning

Schoology

Media Albums can function as a place for students to upload videos or images
explaining processes, design, structure, function. Peers can comment on each other's
posts.

Floop

Students send a photo of their work and you can reply with feedback anchored to
points on the photo (good for math/science problems, artwork, etc.)

Quizizz

Can select a mode for a formal “summative” assessment in which individual student
progress is tracked and recorded

Quizlet, Poll
Everywhere, S
 eesaw,
Schoology-based
Quizzes

Good tools to use before giving a summative assessment. Use formatively to see if
students are ready for the test or project

Deck toys for
Schoology Users

Captures learning w high-dose gamification. Learn more HERE

Adobe Spark

Students can work alone or collaborate on creating video and graphic presentations
(webpages, slideshows, etc.)

Book Creator

Simple way to make digital books online (can make one for free, but it’s editable
forever!)

Google Slides

Students can pair their content with free templates from SlidesCarnival or SlidesMania
for a flashy product

iMovie

Use with care as it can take a huge amount of time for little benefit in learning. Creating
a storyboard to organize your thinking is a crucial step. Consider having students
create one minute single shot video on their phone instead. Students have to really
condense their thinking, which helps them learn.

NoodleTools

Students can plan research papers and compile citations in MLA, APA, and other
standard formats; Also allows for sharing papers with teachers and collaborating with
other students

PearDeck with Google
Slides Add-on

Students (also premium users) can create interactive slideshows using Google Slides
and present them to other students, who can answer questions just like they would for
a teacher’s presentation

Piktochart

Students can create reports, presentations, infographic….all with clearly formatted
visual elements

Venngage

Online platform for creating digital posters

Step 3: Getting Things Out
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Adobe Spark

Students can work alone or collaborate on creating video and graphic presentations
(webpages, slideshows, etc.)

Breakout Rooms
(Google Meet + G
 oogle
Docs)

Create breakouts rooms using randomly-generated Meet codes for students to join and
collaborate while a teacher monitors

Google Hangouts

Built in to Gmail, students can video conference privately on projects to collaborate

NoodleTools

Students can plan research papers and compile citations in MLA, APA, and other
standard formats; Also allows for sharing papers with teachers and collaborating with
other students

Padlet & Jamboard

Collaborative pinboard that accepts all forms of media (text, images, video, audio…)
and invites discussion

Slack

Social/Communication/Collaboration tool for special populations--secondary, groups
(i.e. Journalism students), recommended teacher presence1

“Technology is just a tool. In terms of getting the kids working
together and motivating them, the teacher is the most important”
-

Bill Gates

“If we marry educational technology with quality, enriching content,
that’s a circle of win.”
-

LeVar Burton

1

Parts of the GPPSS Learning Guide were prepared in collaboration with and with permission from Dr. Ian Kelleher of St. Andrew’s Episcopal School’s Center for
Transformative Teaching and Learning
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GLOSSARY OF TECH TOOLS

Want to be able to compare all of the tools listed in the previous section? Click here to access a glossary of all of the tools in
alphabetical order. You can use this resource to quickly compare tech tools and identify which tool(s) will serve you and your
students the best.

A preview of the tech tool glossary.
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ELEMENTARY EXPECTATIONS

Structuring Your Year
When school begins in the fall, we will use one of the following three models: fully online, hybrid or face to face. No matter the
model, certain practices are essential as we welcome our students back to learning. We are only just beginning to understand
Covid-19’s impact on our students’ academic and mental well-being. The virus’s impact is deep but so is our impact as
educators. There are specific strategies we can use to combat the inequities our students face. We believe the following focus
areas are crucial to launching the school year:
1.

At least the first TWO weeks of school should include community building, non-threatening diagnostic testing to assess
students’ learning needs, and technology skills

2.

Relationships, relationships, relationships! Help students feel safe, physically and emotionally before academics
a. Proactive Circles, Morning Meeting, Emotional Check Ins (virtual lunches, Flipgrid questions, emoji or meme
check ins)
b. Leader in Me: First 8 Days Anatomy of First 8 Days
c. Supporting Students with Special Needs
i.
How to Improve Distance Learning for Students with IEPs
ii.
Special Ed Students Have Lost Many Services. Here’s How SEL Strategies Can Help
iii.
Distance Learning: 6 UDL Best Practices for Online Learning
iv.
Continuity of Learning
d. Trauma informed strategies
i.
An Inside Look at Trauma Informed Practices
e. Antiracist teaching strategies
i.
A Guide to Equity and Antiracism for Educators
ii.
Reopening Schools with a Focus on Equity
iii.
Don’t Say Nothing
iv.
Is Implicit Bias Racist? Three Things Every Teacher Should Know about Implicit Bias and the Brain

3.

Directly instruct students on how to use technology: Logging into Chrome Profile, Schoology, Google Meet, email,
Clever, EDM4, Freckle/Imagine Math, etc.

4.

Examples of non-threatening diagnostic testing include F&P, Kindergarten Assessments, Lexia Learning Core5, Units of
Study Writing Sample, Spelling Inventory, etc.

5.

Weekly Grade Level Planning for Collaborative and Consistent Pacing

6.

Collaboration and support with all service providers, including reading specialist, special education support staff, and
paraprofessionals will continue

We also believe we need to be ready to pivot in and out of the three models. Using the online learning guidelines from this
document will ensure that you are instructionally ready to pivot successfully. To ensure a successful curricular pivot, it’s
important that you connect with your course teams frequently and ensure that you remain on a similar pacing schedule. This
will make any sudden changes to online learning smooth and consistent.
Lastly, keep the principles of Universal Design for Learning and the Gradual Release of Responsibility in mind when planning
your year. Being intentional about these practices and planning to use them in a hybrid manner (tech based and in person) will
assist with any sudden shifts to remote-only learning.
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What to Expect
PHASES I-III: Fully Remote

PHASE IV: Hybrid

First Two Weeks:
● Daily whole group, short meetings
(less than 30 minutes), possible
AM/PM synchronous options for
opening and closing meeting
● Small group for assessments,
relationship building, at least 3x
per week for each group
● Tech tool videos (asynchronous)
● Possible parent survey about child
and home learning needs
---------------------------------------------

First Two Weeks:
● Relationship building, SEL/LIM
● Small group for assessments and
relationship building
● Consider what is better taught in
the classroom

Collaboration among staff for planning,
teacher PD, small group RTI/Intervention,
Specials Synchronous Learning, IEP
meetings, possible access to the building

Limited Student Day: Collaboration
among staff  for teacher planning, teacher
PD, small group RTI/Intervention, Specials
Synchronous Learning, IEP meetings,
access to the building

Best Practices Weekly Instruction:
● Asynchronous or Synchronous
Instruction from GP Staff for every
student Instructional
Recommendations
● Asynchronous or Synchronous
Instruction from GP Staff for every
student  Instructional
Recommendations for Specials
● Support staff will continue to serve
students

Remote Learning:
● Experience tech tools
● Read Alouds
---------------------------------------------

In Person Priority Focus Areas:
● Relationship Building
● Small group instruction and
conferencing
● Math, Reading, and Writing
● Discussion (safely distance)
● Science and Social Studies remote
(flipped classroom model)
●

Material/Book Check Out

PHASES IV-V: Restricted Face to Face

First Two Weeks:
● Relationships building, SEL/LIM
● Safe space for students physically,
emotionally, and academically
● Integrate technology, instruct and
model tech tools from GP Learning
Guide. Schoology should be
prioritized.
● Encourage discussion and best
practices in engagement of all
learners
● No new content. Community
building, relationships, routines,
expectations, technology, LIM/
SEL,etc.
--------------------------------------------Collaboration among staff to use PLC
and/or common planning time to create a
weekly plan with your grade level team, be
prepared to transition to fully remote
learning
Ideas to consider for Classroom Design
Focus Areas:
● Continue to focus on relationships,
SEL/LIM
● Non-threatening assessments to
meet the students’ learning needs
● Use of GP Curriculum and pacing
with grade level team members

Icons on this page made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com.
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USING SCHOOLOGY
Following these expectations will keep Schoology consistent for students and parents.
Are you just starting?  C
 heck out this video.
Create and post a banner at the top of the Materials page. The first button will be your Course Navigation button and
the second will be your Weekly Agenda. The rest of your buttons should be links to resources students will use
frequently.
● Watch how to make a Button Banner. Click Here for the Video and Here for Slideshow.
● OR the links featured in the slideshow can be found below:
○ Click here (link is editable) to learn how to make the buttons.
○ Click here to make a copy of an easy to use template that you can copy, adjust, and paste.
○ Click here to make a copy of the Course Navigation Template that you can modify.
○ Click here to make a copy of the Weekly Agenda Template that you can modify.
Teachers will have a button template available for your course, buttons should include Navigation (general course
information), Clever, School webpage, EDM4, Google Meet, Library Resources, Specials Course.
There will be one special course for PE, Art, Music, Spanish, and Library linked to your course.
Post the Weekly Agenda (the tasks the student needs to complete that week) at the start of the week using the Weekly
Agenda Option #1, Option #2, Option #3. We recommend using the same template for your grade level team in your
building.
Post the Weekly folders with the Weekly Agenda and the Assignments for the week.
Organize your folders by week. Be sure to put the most recent on top! C
 lick here to learn how to drag folders to the top.
Clearly label and date your folders.
● Examples:
○ Week 1 (9/8-9/11): Course Intro
Label folders/assignments consistently and clearly.
● Use verbs for each item within a folder (“Watch:”, “Submit:”, “Read:”) Icon Examples to clearly identify what
students need to do with each item. Click here to see an example.
Weekly grade level planning for consistent pacing.
Messages: How do I send messages?
● Schoology Permissions are set to receive Gmail notifications for received Schoology messages. Teachers can
reply to a received SGY message from their Gmail account and/or their SGY message notifications that appear
in both the app and web-based versions of SGY.
● You can send a mass message (click here) to either parents or students from within the course. When the
member replies to your SGY message, it creates an individual correspondence between you and the student or
parent. The message will remain private between you and the member.
● Learn how replying to received messages with multiple recipients works in SGY messages vs email. Click Here
for Summary.
Updates: How do I add a course update?
● Send quick, brief messages to students.
● Use for single-event updates (such as corrections and reminders).
● House weekly agendas elsewhere! They’ll get buried quickly here.
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Missing work
● Use EXCUSED, INCOMPLETE, or MISSING Gradebook Exceptions to communicate assignment status. How do I
use Exceptions in My Gradebook?
●

You can use the chat bubble
to comment in the gradebook to communicate information about
the work. Can the work be resubmitted? Is the work late? Be sure to communicate the date in the bubble
comment.

Providing student feedback options to clearly explain where your student will find feedback:
● Feedback for learning: notes, audio, badges
● In the gradebook
● Badges for Competencies
● Mastery Setting for Learning Targets
● In the assignment, test/quiz
○ Rubrics
● Enter comments at a minimum in the gradebook using the “chat bubble” feature.
● Include the date in the comment.
● Use the Schoology Materials: Rubrics, Test/Quiz, Assessment, Discussion Board which have excellent
feedback/communication tools for learning.
If fully remote, list your Virtual Class Meetings for the week - Meeting Template.
Model Tech Tools (video or examples).
Introducing tech tools in a low stakes/safe way for students to receive feedback and learn more about tools before
beginning content.
Use the Schoology graded materials like Test/Quiz, Assessment, Discussion Board whenever possible. If you have an
in-class collected task, create a SGY Material called Assignment. Include the Due Date, Category, and Grading period so
that the Assignment populates Upcoming, Course Calendar, and Course Gradebook.
Here’s a quick way to find resubmitted or recently submitted work.
How to use Schoology Gradebook
Consider utilizing portfolios to showcase student growth.
Schoology has many resources for students with special needs, including closed captioning.
Use Media Folders - How to Make Media Albums,  5 Ways to Use Media Albums.
Option to create standards for mastery for each grade, saved in resources.
Leverage time to effectively provide feedback to students at all levels.
Patience!

For additional help on using Schoology join the G
 PPSS Schoology Educators group in Schoology and reference the
GPPSS Schoology Kitchen Course.
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SECONDARY EXPECTATIONS

Structuring Your Year
When school begins in the fall we will use one of the following three models: fully online, hybrid, or face to face. No
matter the model, certain practices are essential as we welcome our students back to learning. We are only just
beginning to understand Covid-19’s impact on our students’ academic and mental well-being. The virus’s impact is
deep but so is our impact as educators. There are specific strategies we can use to combat the inequities our
students face. We believe the following three focus areas are crucial to launching the school year:
1. Build meaningful relationships to establish a trusting learning community.
○ Supporting Students with Special Needs
■ How to Improve Distance Learning for Students with IEPs
■ Special Ed Students Have Lost Many Services. Here’s How SEL Strategies Can Help
■ Distance Learning: 6 UDL Best Practices for Online Learning
○ Trauma informed strategies
■ An Inside Look at Trauma Informed Practices
○ Antiracist teaching strategies
■ A Guide to Equity and Antiracism for Educators
■ Reopening Schools with a Focus on Equity
■ Don’t Say Nothing
■ Is Implicit Bias Racist? Three Things Every Teacher Should Know about Implicit Bias and the
Brain
2. Use non-threatening diagnostic testing to assess students’ learning needs followed by differentiated
instruction. The NWEA is not recommended at this time.
3. Directly instruct students on how to use Schoology and other tech tools.
We also believe we need to be ready to pivot in and out of the three models. Using the online learning guidelines
from this document will ensure that you are instructionally ready to pivot successfully. To ensure a successful
curricular pivot, it’s important that you connect with your course teams frequently and ensure that you remain on a
similar pacing schedule. Consistency is key to successful online learning.
Lastly, keep the principles of Universal Design for Learning and the Gradual Release of Responsibility in mind when
planning your year. Being intentional about these practices and planning to use them in a hybrid manner (tech-based
and in person) will assist with any sudden shifts to fully online learning.
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What to Expect
PHASES I-III: Fully Remote

PHASE IV: Hybrid

●

Maximum 3 hours of online learning
per course per week.

●

Maximum of 90 minutes of online
learning per course per week.

●

Most of the learning will be
asynchronous.

●

For in person lessons, decide which of
the three instructional “chunks”
(getting things in, processing or
getting things out) would be most
effective in person. Consider the
following for face to face lessons:
○ Getting things in: the material is
particularly complex or abstract
○ Processing: the likelihood for
misconceptions during practice is
high
○ Getting things out: the
assessment is complex or has
in-person demands (e.g. labs)

●

●

●

Teachers will hold “Learning Lab”
one hour per course per week but not
to exceed 3 hours per week.
○ Teachers with 4+ preps will divide
the 3 hours between their classes
as needed (e.g.: 30 minutes for
Class A one week, then 60
minutes the next).
The Learning Lab will include three
parts: teacher interacting with
content (not new), student practice
and question and answer session.

●

9 Ways Teaching Online Should be
Different from Face to Face

Leverage individual conferencing &
small group instruction.

●

Consider how the safety protocols
outlined by the district will impact
face to face instruction.

●

Designing Meaningful Blended
Learning Experiences

PHASES IV-V: Restricted Face to Face

●

Be intentional about creating a safe
space for students physically,
emotionally and academically.

●

Think about what you can do in
person that you cannot do digitally
and leverage that activity.

●

Focus on listening and connecting.

●

Small group work is physically
difficult. Use tech tools for safe
student group work.

●

Consider how the safety protocols
outlined by the district will impact
face to face instruction.

●

What does Good Classroom Design
Look Like in the Age of Social
Distancing?

Icons on this page made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com.
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USING SCHOOLOGY
Following these expectations will keep Schoology consistent for students and parents.
Are you just starting?  C
 heck out this video.
Create and post a banner at the top of the Materials page. The first button will be your Course Navigation button and
the second will be your Weekly Agenda. The rest of your buttons should be links to resources students will use
frequently.
● Watch how to make a Button Banner. Click Here for the Video and Here for Slideshow.
● OR the links featured in the slideshow can be found below:
○ Click here (link is editable) to learn how to make the buttons.
○ Click here to make a copy of an easy to use template that you can copy, adjust and paste.
○ Click here to make a copy of the Course Navigation Template that you can modify.
○ Click here to make a copy of the Weekly Agenda Template that you can modify.
○ Elementary Teachers will have a template available for your course, buttons should include
Navigation Clever, School webpage, EDM4, Meet, Library Resources, Specials Course
Post the Weekly Agenda (the tasks the student needs to complete that week) at the start of the week using the Weekly
Agenda button. Your Weekly Agenda button should connect to a running Google Doc with the most recent week at the
top.
● Elementary Staff will create weekly folders with the Weekly Agenda (link agenda)
● Secondary click here for choices.
Organize your folders by week or by u
 nit/topic. Be sure to put the most recent on top! Click here to learn how to drag
folders to the top. Clearly label and date your folders.
● Examples:
○ Week 1 (9/8-9/11): Course Intro, or
○ Unit 1 (9/8-9/25): Foundations of Science
Label folders/assignments consistently and clearly.
● Use verbs for each item within a folder (“Watch:”, “Submit:”, “Read:”) to clearly identify what students need to
do with each item. Click here to see an example.
Secondary: Consider using Student Completion Rules ( How to Use Student Completion Rules in a Completion folder)
● Completion folders provide course structure, create a self-paced learning experience, and provide students
and parents feedback on progress.
● In a completion folder you can strategically place a variety of activities including formative assessment tools
(and force the students to reach a specific performance level) before they reach the summative task. A variety
of last tasks in the folder can be used for students to show their transfer of new learning.
● We want to be honest, completion folders aren’t easy to make, but they are WORTH it! They increase student
learning and force us as educators to begin with the end in mind.
● As you build the folder step by step, think about students’ predictable misconceptions that will arise. You can
create and scaffold meaningful activities in the folder that force the student to grapple with the new concepts
and come to accurate new understandings. As they move towards new understanding in the folder, think
about the selections you’re making as transitions from one activity to the next.
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Messages: How do I send messages?
● Set your Schoology notification settings to receive Gmail notifications for received Schoology
messages.Teachers can reply to a received Schoology message from their Gmail account and/or their
Schoology message notifications that appear in both the app and web based versions of Schoology. Click here
to link Gmail with Schoology messages.
● You can send a mass message (click here) to either parents or students from within the course. When the
member replies to your Schoology message, it creates an individual correspondence between you and the
student or parent. The message will remain private between you and the member.
● Learn how replying to received messages with multiple recipients works in Schoology messages vs email. Click
here for summary.
Updates: How do I add a course update?
● Send quick, brief messages to students.
● Use for single-event updates (such as corrections and reminders).
● House weekly agendas elsewhere! They’ll get buried quickly here.
Missing work
● Use EXCUSED, INCOMPLETE, or MISSING gradebook exceptions to communicate assignment status. How do I
use exceptions in my gradebook?
●

You can use the chat bubble
to comment in the gradebook to communicate information about
the work such as if it can be resubmitted or if it is late
○ Be sure to communicate the date in the bubble comment.

When providing student feedback options, clearly explain where your students will find feedback:
● In the gradebook
● In the assignment, test/quiz
● In a rubric attached to an assignment or test/quiz
Enter comments at minimum in the gradebook using the “chat bubble” feature.
● Include date of the comment.
● Use the Schoology materials: rubrics, tests/quizzes, assessments, and discussion boards all have excellent
feedback/communication tools for learning.
Use the Schoology graded materials like Test/Quiz, Assessment, Discussion Board whenever possible. If you have an
in-class collected task, create a Schoology material called assignment. Include the due date, category, and grading
period so that the assignment populates the “Upcoming” deadlines view for students, course calendar, and course
gradebook.
Here’s a quick way to find resubmitted or recently submitted work.
Know how to use Schoology gradebook.
Consider utilizing portfolios to showcase student growth.
Schoology has many resources for students with special needs, including closed captioning. Explore the built-in
options for students that require accommodations.

For additional help on using Schoology join the G
 PPSS Schoology Educators group in Schoology
and reference the G
 PPSS Schoology Kitchen Course.
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